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· Abstract
The 'ro:eplitz form-is a most useful and important teo! in many areas of applied.
mathematics today including signal processing, time-series analysis and pre-
diction t.heory. It is even used in quantum mechanics in Ising model correlation
functions,
The eigenvalues of Toeplits, forms provide invaluable information and to this
end it has become common to study their asymptotic nature" ~,luch of the
groundwork in this area is due to Grenauder and Szego whose seminal text
the author willrefer to extensively, The first part of this report is devoted to
a restating and proof of their classical result on the asymptotic behaviour of
the eigenvalues of a 'Ioeplita form. Following this a brief overview is given of
important results obtained more recently which develop on the theme set by
Grenander and S~cigo.
The secon..d part deals with the class of circulant matrices which is properly
contained in the class of 'Ioepiitz matrices and whose members are proving
invaluable ill. the solvil.,g of the symmeteic positive definite Toeplitz system
Ax :::b. We consider tRe gains made in this field by several authors towards
more computationally e~\cient methods 01~\'3r.lvingthe above system,
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries
Otto 'Ioeplitz 'Wasborn in Breslau, Germany (now .Wroclaw in p.Hand) and
attended university there until moving to G8ttingen, then' the centre of world
mathematics, where he joined the group around Hilbert and SOQ~lbegan work-
ing on problems involving infinite matrices and the associated systems of linear
equations in Infinitely many variables. Together with Ernst Hellinger he wrote
some important papers in the years immediately prior to the Great 'vax: in
particular, they obtained one of the first examples of the uniform bour.dedness
principle (Banach-Steinhaus theorem). At the SaLTIC time 'Ioeplitz introduced
important matrices for summability and he contributed to the theory of almost
periodic functions. Much of his motivation for studying Toeplitz matrices came
from problems involving series and complex function theory.
Around 1913, Toeplitz moved to Kiel University '1;0 become the Dean of the
Faculty of Philosophy where he became increasingly involved in the history of
mathematics and. its teaching, He wrote a calculus textbook and together with
the number theorist Hu,llSi!Rademacher, he wrote a very successful elementary
problem book for a non-mathematical audience.
In the late 1920s he co-published: (with,Hellinger) a fundamental artide on
the theory of integral equations and then began a collaboration with G. Kothe
that resulted in several 'basic contributions to the theory of sequence' spaces.
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In 1931 he became the :first to identify the dual space. of l:i. space of analytic
functions: .in 1939.he moved to Jerusalem. where he died in 1940.
His influence was such that by the 1920's the terms "Toeplitz form" and
"Toeplitz matrix" were in common use. In this paper we shall examine (,nly
a fraction of the rich legacy left us by this man. It will-be expedient to define
certain .concepts that play important roles in our investigation:
1. S:,.,pp()sethat {a~}~=l is a sequence of real .nurnhers satisfying
lim
n++co
a,l/tt ~ r.·'~ - (1.1)
where r is some real number. Then the sequence is said to satisfy an nth
root asymptotic. A slightly stronger asymptotic is the ratio asymptotic
lim
n-+oo
a~--=r.
an-l
(1.2)
The strongest asyrnptotii, is called a power or Szego asymptotic and
occurs when
lim an = c
~'-+oo rn
where c is real. It is important to note that
(1.3)
(L3),~ (1.2) => (1.1)
but that in general
(1.1) r$- 0.2) fr (1.3).
In our investigation we shall encounter eachof the three types.
2. Let n E N and suppose that {d~n)}i~t aAQ {b)n)}J~t are sequences of
real numbers; satisfying
where J( is independent of j and n. Then the sequences a~~)and b}n), n 4
00, are said to be equally distributed ln the interval [- K, .K] if the follow-
ing holds: Let F(t) be an arbitrary continuous function in the interval
[- I<, If}; we have then
,",,?-+l[F,(a(n»' _ F(b(n»]
li L....3=1 3 ' • 3 . - 0m ,,- •
~-+oo "n +1
.This,limit relation will hold for allJpontinuous functions F(t) ifit holds
for certain special. sets of continuous functions, two of'which are:
(1.4)
4
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(a) (i) pet) = tS, s = 0,1,2, .... We have then
ET?-+l[(a<n»s - (b(n»"J(1.5)lim )=1 J J. = O.
11.-+00 n+ 1
(b) (H) F(t) == log(l + zt) where z is real and I z 1<K-I. In this case
we have
lim {..(1 + zaIn»(l + za~n») ••. (1 +Z;Z~?J};;-h= 1.
11.-+00 '(1+ zb~n»)(l + zb~n» ..• (1+ ,~6~~1)
3. ~et f(a;) be a real-valued function of the class L, and let
(1.6)
00
f(a;) f'J E Cnein$ (1.7)
1'=-00
be its Feurier' series, where
1 j1r .en == -- e-m:ll f(a; )dx;
27. -1r
(1.8)
We recall that Tn ( '11" v)· is called a Hermitian form if
(a) Tn(aUl + bU2, v) = a.f(ul, v) + b.f(U2, v)
(b) Tn(u, v) == Tn(v, u),
where a, b are arbitrary complex constants. Then it is easy to see that
Tn(1t) u) == Tn{u) == bCk-jUjUk i, k = 0,1, ... , n (1.9)
is Hermitian. We shall call it the nth 'Ioeplitz form associated with the
function f( a;).
We have
Ii
The (n + l)x(n + 1) matrix (Cj-h)lk=o is called the nth Toeplitz matrix
associated with the function f and its determinant is denoted by Dn(f).
5
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4. Define <.Po(z) , ••• ,{Pn(z) to"i:>ethe systemiof polynomials of the complex
variable z which are orthonormal on th~ unit circle I z 1= 1, z =
eire with the weight J:_J( a; ) ria;. "The polynomials satisfy t]le l?liowing2~ i
conditions:
'''.:.,~ _ :':. \
(a) q)n(z) is a polynomial of degree n whose leading c~~Hk-ieht.defined
to bekn is real and positive;
(b) 2~ j_: 9?n (z) <.Pm (z)J(a;)da; ::::Onm, Z. - :>ire.. -' ..... , n,m - 0, 1, 2, ....
\Ve rnenticn that the system {<.pn(z)} is uniquely determined by the above
conditions ..
The polynomials may be represented explicitly:
Co C-l C-2 C-n
Cl Co C-l C-n+l
(1.11)
Cn-l Cn-2 Cn-3
1 Z Z2
This representation is easily derived by noting that the system of poly-
nomials defined on the right-hand side of (1.11) satisfies the conditions
so that by uniqueness they must be identical to {<.pn(z)}.
From (1.11) we derive kn,-= (Dn-dDn)!.
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Chapter 2
Classical results on eigenvalues
of Toeplitz forms-
2.1 Introduction
(1
The eigenvalues of the Toeplitz form Tn.(f) are defined as the roots of the
characteristic equation det Tn(f - >.) = 0 and we denote them by
). (n) >.(1") ••• >,(1")
1 , 2 1 , n+l.·
Since each Toeplitz form is Hermitian it Is clear that the eigenvalues are real.
1Ne shall investigate the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues as n -+ 00.
Vole assume that m. ~ j(x) ~ M 18r some real m,M. Then (1.10) implies
(2.1)
if we assume that {Uj}i=o ale 'subjected to the condition
Thus we have
m<).(n)<M
- k - k == 1,2, ... ,n + 1 (2.2)
7
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~",.: }:/we order the eigenvalues in a nondecreasing way
!
,en) < 'i~n) < < ,en} .Al _ ' .... _ , •• _ An+l
then we find ,en) .< li,'-/\'l+1 _ .LVi. (2.3)
2.2 The Distribution Theorem
We are now, ready to state Grenander and Szegos' distribution theorem:
Theorem 2<1 Let f(x) be a real-valued junction of the class L. Denote by
m and M thB essential lower and upper bound of f(x) respectively, where
m,1VI E R. 1f F(A) is any continuous function defined in [m, M] then
F(" (fl.') +.,F(' (rL») + +.·F(' (1t) .). 1 11'lim~· A2 ••• Al1t!...=_j F[f(x)]dx. (2.4)
n-+Q'') n+ 1 ' 271"-11'
Here L is the space of all complex-valued functions F(x) vihich ltre Lebesgue
measurable andi,Jorwhich .e1l' I F( x) I dx exists. Recall that the essential lower
bound of f(x) is that largest number m such that f(x) > m holds except on
a set of measure zero. The essential upper bound is defined similarly.
Using the terminology of equal distributions we may restate the limif in 2.1:
Proposition 2.1 The limit relation (ILl) holds if and only if the sets
( ) 2j7r
{At} and {f(-7r +n + 2)}' n -+ 00
are equally distributed.
PJ;'oof:,
'Write (2.4) as
?HI FCA(n») ·1 11'
lim E. ......j - -...·'·1 F(r xD.dx = o.
n-+oo ;=1 n+ 1 27r·.-11' l (2.5)
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Th' ,2j7ren setting Xj = -'If' + --2'n+ j = 1,2, ... ,n + 1 we have
since
n+1 27r n+l:E F[f(Xj)] (Xj+1 - Xj) === ~ 2.: F[f(x,,)]
j:;1 7l + j=1
is a Riemann sum for the integral ;'11" J~F(f(x)Jdx and
27r n+l 27r \ ",n+2
n + 1 ~ F[f(xj)] ~ n + 2'~ P[f(xj)]
27r n+1
- (n + 1)(n + 2) t;F[f(x;)]
=O(l.)O(n)
t
= 0(;)
-+ 0 as n -+ 00.
Then (2.5) becomes
~+1 F()" (n») 1 n+1
lim E 3 l' - lim --1 L F[f(x))] = 0
n-+oo j==1 n + n-+oo n+ j==1
lim n+1 F()..~n») - F[f(x))] = 0
n-+oo ~ n +1
3=1
• {\(n)} d { J.1.i1J:.} 11 di t ib t dOI.e., II; an, -7r', n+2' n -+ oc are equa y IS ri tl. ,e .,
Corresponding to the +wo special equal distribution cases we have
1. F()..)=)..", s=O,1,2, ... so that
lim .()..~n»)" + ()..~n»)B + ... + ()..~~1)"=.2:... f-1r [f(X)]8dx. (2.6)
~oo ~n+l ~._
i
2. Assume m > 0 so that )..~n)2 m > O. Then Dn(f) = ,\~n) ,\~n) )..~n) ••• )..~~1 >
o and we have
...l...... 1j'i1'lim [Dn(f)]n+l :::;exp{-2 ,l,ogf(x)dx}.
n-+oo 7r -1r
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(2.7)
Recalling the discussion on equal distribution we see that we need only prove
(2.7) to show that the .'GWO sets are equally distributed and thus that (2.4)
holds.
Lemma 2.1 The polyvtomial kn~n(z)(Z) minimizes the integral
;21.j_?r 19(~) 12f(x)dx, z == eig; (2.8)
'Tr -?r
where g(z) = zn +an_lzn-1 + ...+ ao is !£t~ a.rbitrary polynomial of degree n
whose leading coefficient. is 1.tnitt'. The minimum itself is k;;2 == '.nD.n •
n~l
Proof: Write g(z) == vo.;r>o(z) + vlcI>l(Z) + ... -I- vncI>n.(z) where Vo, V1, •.• , V'/1,
are complex variables and vnkn = 1. With z = eire,
.211?r.·· 1g(Z)l2 f(x)dx =1 VI) 12 -I- 1 vl12 +... + I Vn 12~1 Vn 12= k;2.0
71' . -11'
Lemma 2.2 The minimum of 2~L: 1 g(Z) 12 j'(x)dx, z = eirewhere g(z) ==
anztl +an_lzn-1 +...+ allZ +1is an arbitrary polynomial whose constant term
is 1is identical to the minimum in the previr>us lemma.
Proof:
mina,!=l 2\ J:'/(" 1anzn + .. ,+ ao Ii f(x)dx, z = ei,re
...., min(ln=l 2\ f:?r 1 z" 121an + an_lz-1 + ... + aOz-n 12f(x)dx, z = eire
...., minan=l 2\ /.:Aan + ttn_lz··1 + + ttoz'-n)(an + an-IZ + .. ,+aozn)f(x)ax, Z = I!.i
...., minarl 2\ J~?r I an + an-lZ + + aoz"" 12 f(x)dx, z = eill:
...., minbo=l 2\J:7" 1 bo+ bIZ + ... + bnzn 12 f(x)dx, z = eire.a
Theorem 2.2 Let Pn denote the minimum of
Tn = 21 j_?r. I '11,0 + UIZ + ... + UnZn 12 f(x )dx, z eig;; n == 0,1,2, ...
'Tr -11'
under the side condition '11,0 = 1. Then
· .1·111'lim Pn = G(f);::: exp{-2· . .... logf(x)dx}.
11-+00 71' -?r
In the case where log f( x) ~lsnot L-integrable, G(f), the geometric mean off,
has to be replaced by zero.
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Proof: See Grenander and Szego [12].0
Corollary 2.1
lim [Dn (f)]$ = eXP{21 j.11' logf(x)dx}.n-~oo . 1r-7r
Proof:
We have shown fln = DDn . Thus by theorem (2.2) we have
71.....1
lim DDn = exp{21.111' logf(x)dx}.
n-l-oo n-1 1r -7r
This is a ratio asymptotic which implies the weaker nth root asymptotic:
lim D..(f)fi = eXP{21 111' logf(x)dx}jn-l-OO 1r -11"
this of course implies
lim [Dn] niT = eXP{21j11" log f(x)dx}.n-l-oo 1r . -7r
Thus (2.1) is proved, which implies that {A)n)} and {--1l" + n2j1r2} are equally
distributed, which ill turn assures us of the validity of Theof(~ 2.1.
2.3 Reflnementof the Distribution Theorem
Theorem 2.1 may be refined to incorporate a power asymptotic, although some
additional assumptions must be made:
Condition 2.1 Let f(x) be a p08itive/undion afthe class 0 and assume that
f'(x) exists and sati8fies a Lipschitz condition:
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We denote by g( ~) ::::g(f, z ),..the analytic function associated with J(x) satis-
fying
I g(z) 12:::: f(x}, z ::::ei:c. Explicitly we have
1 111" 1+ zei:c 00
log.9(Z).::::h(z) :::: -4 logf(x)l·· _0 dx =Lhnzn,
7i -'II'. .- ze· t:c n=O (2,9)
g(z) is regu1~r and different from zero in the open unit circle I z J< 1,iUnder
condition(2.1) it turns out that. it is continuous in the closed unit circle 1z I::; 1
and " .
1:1/ I g'(~) 12 dO":::: 1:J / I h'(z) 12 dO"::::t n I i; 12 (2.10)
7r g(z) 'rr n=O
is finite, the latter series being convergent; here da denotes the area element
of the unit circle.
Lemma 2.3 Let f(x) = [~(:lm-lwhere ~(x) is. a pos.itive trigonometric poly-
nomial of precise degree p. We have
. Dh(JL - {.!. ff· .,.g'(z)12 l
[G(l)]n+1 - exp x s .». g(z) da J (2.11)
where the integration on the right is e$tended over the unit circle I~I~ 1.
Proof:
Since ~(x) is of precise degree p we can write it in the form I S(z) 12, Z :::: ei:c
where 8(z) is a polynomial of the precise degree p not vanishing in the unit
circle I z 1< 1 andwe may assume 0(0) > O. We then have
g(l, z)·= [S(z)tl
and for the geometric mean Weobtain
G(f) - exp{-l; j_1I"}ogf(x)dx}
- exp{-~ J~~l~go(z)dx}, z:::: ei:c
- exp{ -2~log S(Q)}
- [8(0)]'-2 (2.12)
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since ~log 8(z) is a harmonic function throughout the unit circle I Z 1$ 1.
We assert that
Dn(f) Dp-1(f)
[G(f)}n+1· = [G(f)]p' (2.13)
since by Theorem 2.2 and the fact that {ftn} are non-increasing we have
G(f).~. /In = Dn(f) <..!_ 11f' I ?to + U1Z+ ...+ ?tnzn 12 drc, Z = eiwj
Dn-1(f) 211" -11" 8(z)
and Uo :::; 1,Ut, ••• , Un are arbitrary complex. Let n ;:::p, and choose
n 8(z)
Uo+ U1Z + ... + UnZ :::; 8(0)"
Then by (2.12)
so that
GU) ~ Dn(.f) ~ [8(0)t2 = G(f)
Dn-1
Dn(f)_ = G(f), n 2 p.
Dn-1(f)
Hence
and (2.13) follows.
We now need to evaluate the determinant Dp-l (f) of the Toeplitz form:
Tp-1(i) = 21 ··1··· 11" I I:u;e-iiw 12 f(x)d$
11" -11" ;=0
1 111"1 u(z) 12 d Z = eiw
• :::; 211" -11" 8(z) X,
(2.14)
where
1'-1
u(z) =EUizP-1-j• (2.15)
.1=0
Denoting the distinct zeros of 8(z) by ZO,Zl, ••• ,Zp-1 we have
8(z) :::; 1(zo - Z)(Zl - z) .•. (Zp-1 - z) (2.16)
where I Zj I> 1 and the product 1Z0Z1 .•. Zp_l is positive.
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By Lagrange's interpolation formula,
~:(Z) LU(Zi). 1 s: vi
8(z) = i=o 8'(zj) Z - Zj = ;=0 Z - Zj
(. ~ 1 p-1U Z;) '" p-l-I:
tlj;=: 8'(Zj) -- 8'(z;) ~ UI:Zj ;where
(2.17)
j = 0,1:, . " )p - 1, (2.18)
We now have a system representing a linear tranaforlllE·t.i0TIof {UjJ into {Vk}
with Jacobian
J == B( Vo,vb" • ,tip-1) = fIr.<>. (ZK -,ZX). \ .o( ) () c ( ). c ( ) , IV, /\ = 0, 1, ... j p - 1.uo; Ul, ••• , Up-l 8' Zo of Z1' ir .. v' Zp-l
" "';: (2.19)
If one inserts for 8'(z;) the expression dptained from (2.16) by differenfiation
and by the substitution Z = zi we have !I';notherform of the .Tacobian:
Ii
J = (-l);p(P+I)'"'I-P II(ZII: - Z>.)-1.
. 11:>>'
(2.20)
Grenander and Szego now make use of':(2.14) and (2.17) to transform Tp-l(f):
1111" I u(z) 12 d' . i:D
- 2//1" -11" 8(z) X, Z = e
_ _!_ 111" (~ Vj-)(E. VI: )dx, z. ei:D
27r -11" j=O Z - Zj /:=0 z- Zk
p-l p-1. 1 . dx'- :E2: v/ih-'" { . .... . _ '. , Z = ei:D.
}=01:=0 21r Jlzl=l (z - Zj)(z - Zk)
1 { dx
27r Jlzl=1 (z - Zj)tz - 'z/:"l
1 { -:-dz-;-:./_z~---:-
- 2fi Jt=l (z - Zj)J:-l - ZI:)
- 27ri Jlzl=l (z - Zi)(~ - ZkZ)
_ lim .z -zi-J.
z-+zk-1 (Z -- zi )(1- z/:z)
_ Ii . Zj;z -- 1 . 1z~:-l-(z - zi)(z/:Z --I) Zk
1 1
Tp-1(f)
Now
- z· - Zk-1 z/:
3 1
ZjZ/: -1
where we have used residue theory and the fact that I Zl I> 11 .1='0,1, ... ,p-1.
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Now byCauchy"s determinant fonnirlathedeterminant of Tp-1(f) is
1
det( ZjZk _ 1)
so that by (2.13),
Dn(f) , 111-2P J.
[G(f)]n+l = TI;k\ 1ZkZj -11 [G(f)]p
I
, , . . 12p
;_ .. ZOZl'" Zp-l
- IT,,>>. I ZkZj - 1I'
by (2.12). Now
j, k = 0,1, ... ,p - 1;
g'(z)
9. fez)
=? g(z)
_ -8'(z)
- [8~7~1)
= - 8(z)
1·11---'.+--+...+---
Zo - Z Zl _;.Z Zp-l - Z
(2.21)
so that integrating 0v:~r the unit circle I Z I~ 1, the right-hand expression in
(2.11) becomes
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Now consider J.J, ( j(_ "_)' This can he written as
Z-Zj Z-Zk
_ [1 d r dC/i~
lo r rllel=1 (1'( - zj)(r(~~ - Zk)
!. r.; [ d(
- i lo l1CI=1 (1'( - Zj )(7' - Zk()
1 1 [ I-_r 1_ - f rdr 21Ti lim ,_", ~:, ZI;
i Jo ,', C-4* (7'.(" " Z.i)(r - Zk()
_ 21T f1 rdT lim -(7' - Zk()
Jo C-4fj; (1'( - Zj)(r - Zk()Zk
_ 211" r1 l' dr
10 ZjZk -- 1'2
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Now writing ZjZk == S+ it with 8, t teals
11 Zi~U__ u +11-Zj-Z~_u_·~u
_ 2 [1 ~(ZjZk - u) d
Jo 1 ZjZk - 'If, 12 U
_. 210g I Z;~ I.
1-ZjZk
Then
exp{'~11 I g'(z) 12dcr}
1r . g(z)
1p-1 P-1[ 1 du 1 d 1_ exp(-:E 2: 1 + f u )
2 j=OI=O Jo ZjZk - u Jo ZjZl; -- uJ
- exp(Ef~~Et:~ log 11~~:kI)
I 12p-1ZOZ1'" Zp-l
n I ZjZk -11
Comparison with (2.21) establishes the lernma.D
We can now state the main result of this section:
Theorem 2.3 (Refinement of Distribution Theorem)
Let f(x) satisfy Oondition 2.1; denote by G(f) the geometric mean of f(x)
ar..dlet g(z) = 9(f,z) be the analytic Junction associated with I(x). Then
lim Dn(f) = e {!II I 9'C~) 12dcr}. (2.22)
n-+oo '[G(f)]n+l xP 1r g( z)
The integration on the ·right is e:r:tended(rver the unit circle.
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Proof:
VvJ approximate lex) by a fun:etldn h(x) = [q>(x)J-l where <J?(x) is a positive
trigonometric polynomial of precise degree p, Let 0 < e .< 1 and suppose
f(a;)
1- e <. f1(x) <.1+ e
\\
Now
< (l'be) min9<B:(jtr
= (1+ €) Dn-1(it)'
..2
1 111: Ig(z) 12f(x)dx
1r ..,-1'
1 ·1'11'
21r -''11' Ig(z) 12 it (x )dx
Thus
(1- €) Dn(h) ~ _!!n(f) ~ (I + €) Dn(fl)
Dn-1 (11) Dn-,,(f) Dn-1{ft)
where the left inequality is proved analogously.
Next we consider
(2.23)
18
Therefore
where the left inequality is proved analogously.
Also Wi;' find that
(1- £)G(11) <_G(1) < (1+ €)G(ft) (2.25)
since
G(1) = exp[2~ f~1rlogf(x)dxJ
5 exp[2~ 'c1rlog{(l + €)f1(X)}dx]
- (1+ e) exp[2~ J~1rlogft(x)dx}
= (1+ £)G(11)'
The lower bound follows similarly.
Taking (2.24) and (2.25) into account we have
(
1- €)n+1 Dn(ft) »sn : (1+ t:)n+1 Dn(11) (2.26)
1+ € [G(fl)]n+1 < [G(f)Jn+1 < 1- e [G(ft)]n+l
which will be of use to us later.
With the notation z = reit, (2.9) becomes
h(reit) = 411. 1rlogf(x +t)i+ re=~~dx,
7r -1r - re I~ r < 1, (2.27)
so by differentiating with respect to t,
izh'(z) = .!._!_ jf1r I'(x + t) 1+ re~i~ d».
227r . -'11~, f(x -+- t) 1 - ret:z: (2.28)
In view of standard theorems on boundary values of analytic functions, (se,e
[12]) it turns out that ~[izhl(Z)] has the llimit jgj as r -t 1 and this. .:
satisfies a Lipschitz condition. By Privalov's theorem (see [12] for the referenCt~f
the same is true for ~[izh'(Z)], for h'(z) itself and thus also for [g(z)]-l.
Now expand [g(Z)]-l in a power series 2::;:0 Unzn, denoting its pth partial sum
by sp(z). Grenander and Szego refer us to I~eneraltheorems on approximations
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; "
which show us that I sp(ef:r:) l~~=jp(x) approximates lex) with the degree Qf
accuracy required, i.e.,
J(x)
1- fp < Jp(a;) < 1+ fp for where €,p == O(p-1-a logp), p ~ 00
so by (2.26),
(~+ :;)p fG(};frJ < fG(}~fJ ~ (~+~)PfG~j~~~. (2.29)
But (1± €p)P --+ 1 as p -+ 00 and by Lemma 2.3
fG(j~ff; exp{2~II I,::~:t12 dG~}. (2.30)
We need only show that the right hand expression in (2.30) tends to that in
(2.22) as p --} 00, i.e.,
lim ff'l' "( ',)"121 s~(Z)12 .u '/'/ 1" 1 g'(z) 12 d
p-+Ot.) t , ' " sp z , ,sp(z) 0" = ," Ig(zJj2 g(z) 0".
00
This is clear since these integrals are equal to 'ff 2..J n IUn 12 and 1r'2: n Ign 12
17.=1 17.=1
respectively. Thus the proof is complete.D
2e4 FUrther results
We mention the following result due to Widom which is the culmination of the
efforts of many authors and relaxes the conditions of the previous theorem.
Let K be the space of functions 9 : [-11", 1rJ-+ (J having the Fourier expansion
00
gC0) ""' E gkeikO
k=-oo
with
III 9 III del
00
Igo 1+ Elk IIgk 12< 00.
k=-oo
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Theorem 2.4 £etdp,((j) .~ef p,'(O)d(1 be a, non.;;negative measure on [-71",71"] such
that p,' E K and ",'-1 E K, Then
00
n~ tJn( dp)/ G[p,,].n = expeL k(log It'),,(logp,/)~.k)
k;:::n
where {(logf.t')J:}~oOare the FoJrier coefficients oflogp'(O).
We mention that Widom's result!s are functional analytic in nature though
retaining traces of Szego~sideas.
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Chapter 3
Eigenvalues ofToeplitz
matrices associated with
orthogonal polynomials
Let da be a positive measure on the real line whose moments. all exist. The
support of do: is defined as
~upp(da) ;:::{x E R\, \If_ > 0: a«x - €,x-l- c;)) >U]. (3.1)
and jf SllPP( da) is an infinite set then there exists a unique sequence of poly-
rI'Anials P7!,(x,a) = knxTl.+... (n = O,l,~, ... ) with kn > 0 such. th~t
1-:Pn(x, a)Pm(x, a)da(x) == 8mn·
These polynomials are said to be orthonormal with measure da, Let g be a.
real-valued, o-measurable function such that for every kEN,i: I xkg(x) I da(x) < 00;
then the infinite Toeplitz matrix T(g, a) associated with the orthogonal poly-
nomials Pn(x, a) consists of the entries
[T(g,a)]ii = l:Pi(X,O:)P;(X,lZ)9(x)da(x), i,j == 0,1,2, ....
'I'he truncated matrix Tn(g, a) contains the first n rows and columns of T(g, a):
Tn(g, a) == [Teg, a)li,i~o'
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We introduce the modified truncated 'Ioeplitz matrix.
T:C!1.r.¥) =~ [100Pi(a;,Q!)'pj(:ri,Q!)9(~)da(~)]n-1
-00 en i,j=O
where {en}n=1,2, ...<isa given sequence of positive numbers.
We denote the zeros of Pn(a;, a) in increasing order by
and the eigenvaluef;of T;(9,a) which are real by
Grenander and Szego assert that if supp(da) = [-1, 1] and log D!'( cos 0) E l/
and 9 is continuous in [-1,1], then with en = 1'v'n,
lim·.!. i:G(Ak,n(g, dcr)) = 1:. 1.·1 G(!J(x1~~.ax
n""+oon Ie:.::! . 'if -1 (1 - a;2)2
whenever G is continuous.
Nevai [l'lJ has :::hCN1.!'l. their proof to be incorrect since they used the Gauss-
Jacobi roech<i.ilkalqnudrature with n nodes for polynomials of degree larger
than 211. - 1. He relaxes the condition on 9 and reaches the same conclusion if
,q only belongs to [/;0 [18J.
'I'heorem 3.1 (Ne'vai)
.[,ot supp(dCt) = [-1,1] and Q!"(x) > 0 for almcst every a; E [-1,11 (the so-
called Erdos-Turan·· condition). Assume that the '1ceplit.~mairi» '1'(g, dCt) is
gene1''iZtedby an £60 function g. Let G be a couiinuou» function in an interval
containing the essential range of g. Then the eigenvalues Aim oj the truncatoi
matrix Tn (g, dCt) satisfy
lim 1i: G(Alen) = 11·.· 1.O(g(x»~dx.
n~oo n 1=1· '1l" .... 1 (1 - a;~)2
Let us now introduce a sequence of discrete measurea /in (n = 1, 2; 3, ... ) on R
by
{
P.({X~'.})
Pn(A.)
1== -;
n . .. . . . (3.2)
O h A··· t·· . a;3'~= W enever . con runs no -' .
en
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If there exists a sequence Cn such that the measures /-tn converge weakly to a
probability mass J.t then we say that the "contracted zeros" {x j,n I i= 1,2, ... , n}
are asymptotically disti:ibutedaccorcllng to p,. We recall that ~eak convergence
of a sequence of probability measures ",'(I. on Rk to a probability measure.jz on
Rk holds when for every bounded and continuous function f on Rk
lim f f(x)d.un(x)= f f(x)d.u(x).
n"-+oo JRk . JRk
Since we arejnterested in the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of
1.~(g, a) We define discrete measures vn{n ::::1,2,3, ... ) by
_{... V.(.{..A. .,» •..;
vn(A) = 0
" Aj,n has multiplicity kj (:l.3)
if A contains no Aj,n'
Van Assche'a main theorem [21] connects the weak convergence of J1.n and of
.1/71-'
Theorem 3.2 (van Assche)
Suppo{Jethere. exists a sequence {en} such that the measures .un.defined in (3.~)
have a weak limit .u and such that (~)(kn-1/kllJis o(-in). If 9 is a bounded
measurable function whose points of discontinuity form a set of JL-measurezero,
then the measures Vn as defined in (9.3) will converge weakly to .ug-1 for which
for every Borel set A.
--,
\"! i l
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Chapter 4
Circulant matrices
4..1 Introduction
A circulant is ,a special type of 'Iceplitz matrix exhibiting periodicity which
connects it with Fourier analysis and group theory. Circulant matrices have
applications in physics, image processing, probability and statistics, numerical
analysis, number {,:heoryand geometry. 'Weshall use them to give an alternative
proof of Theorem 2.1 and in an investigation of recent developments in solving
the algorithm Ax == b where A is a Toeplitz matrix.
Su;ppO$e\Il::"'n,t G is an nxn matrix having the following structure:
C1l CI C2 Cn-2 Cn-l
Cn-l Co CI .... Cn-3 Cn-2G -
CI C2 C3 Cn-I Co
[ r-1- C(k-j)mod n j.lr-o.
Then a is called a circulant matrix. The symbol 01' representer of G is
n-l
f(z) = L cjzi.
j:;:O
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We note that
1. a is determined by its first row;
2. G is constant down its diagonals and is thus aToeplitz matrix;
3. If ,91 and 02 are circulant matrices and a, f3 are complex constants then
a01+ f302 is also. circulant,
4.2 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of circulant
matrices
Let en = 1 and define x to be the vector
1 1
e
x= e2
We have the following result:
Theorem 4.1 Ox - J(e)x, that is to say J(e) is an eigenvalue oj 0 with
eigenvecto1' z ,
Proof: The first component of Ox is
1
n-1
== 'E cjei = J(e) .. J{e).l
j::;::O
Thus the first component of Ox equals the first component of J(e)x.
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The second component of Ox is
1
- Cn.':'"l +CaE+ Cl62 + ... + Cn_2Cn-1
_ €(Cn_16n-l + Ca+ Ci6 + ...+ Cn_26n~2)
- f(c).€:
Thus the second components of Ox and f(6)x are equal.
Continuing in this fashion we see that the jth component of 0[1; equals the jth
component of f( 6)X. Cl
We note that the eigenvector x is independent of t'iJ, ••• '~-l' Letting tj·=
e2'11i(j-1)/r.;, j == 1,2, ... ,n denote the distinct nth roots of unity, we set
1
6".1'-1
3
so that by Theorem 4.1
(4.1)
Definition 4.1 We define the Fourier matrix to be
] [3-11)1Xn =. I;:k j.lc::l·
Tl~en (4.1) becomes
D __...[ t(E,lOF=FD,
f( ... ) J. (4.2)
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Lemma 4.1 rF =nI so that F is non~singula7'and n-lF is orthogonal.
Proof:
Hj·= kthen
and
If j f. kthen
and
so that we have
We can thus write
G= !:PDF-1 = !:..FDr
n n
and we have proved the following result:
(4.3)
Theorem 4.2 llG is a circulant with representer I then G admits the repre-
sentation {4.3} with
J):" [1(e1) ". I( ...J
The eigenvalues olG are l(€j),j = 1, ... ,n and
n
de~C= n l(c.1)'
3==1
(4.4)
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403 Further properties of circulants
Theorem 4.3 (Characterization oj citculo,nts) Given any diagonal matrix
where Ai are arbitrary complex numbers, then (4.f-J) defines a circulant matrix.
Pro of: Since the nth roots of unity €t, ••• , en are distinct, there exists .~unique
Lagrange interpolation polynomial f of degree :5 (n _..1) such that
f(€j) == Ai> j = 1, ... ,n.
\ .". - - '
If fez} == Ej::J Cjzj then taking this as therepresenter fora circulant matrix
a.we have by Theorem 4.2
a = ;F[ f«,) ". ] F-1
. f(€n)- ;/r' ",.l
_ .!.FDF-1.d
n
The above theorem shows that given any n complex numbers we can find a
circulant with those numbers as eigenvalues. ·l[t is important to note that all
circulants are diagonalised by the same matrix: F.
Corollary 4.1 If 0.1, 0.2 are circulants then so is 0.10.2- Moreocer' 0.10.2 =
0.20.1,
\h\
Proof We can write a~- ;F DjP-l and 0.'),= ; FD2F-l for some diagonal
matrices D1,D2• Then
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As DID2 is diagonal, Theorem 4.3 shows that G1G2 is a circulant. Also
G2G1 = ;F(D2D1)F-l
= ~F(Dlj)2)F-:
= (,itC2.D
Corollary 4.2!fC is a nonwsingular circulant then so is G-l.
Proof: If G =. ~FDF-l is invertible then D-1 exists and
0-1 = !PD-1F.O
n
We note the following:
.
1. The n X n vector space of circulants is a commutative ring (with respect
to multiplication) whose units form an abelian group.
2. Inmultiplying or inverting circulants we need only compute the :first row
of the product or inverse.
4.4 Hadamard's inequality
Suppose B = [bii]~i=lis an n X n matrix. Then
n n
I detE I~ IT[L 1hjk 12]!
i-=1 lc;:;1
Now if all the entries of the matrix have modulus which not exceeding unity
we have
n
IdetE I~IIni = nf.;=1
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Theorem 4.4 Let s he·a primitive nth root oj unity where n is odd and let 0
be the circulant defined by
Cj - f_i(Hl)/2 j = 0,1, ... ,n-1.
Then
,IdetC I=n~.
Proof: For a proof of this result Gee[16]. q
The above result shows that Hadamard's inequality IS sharp for circulants.
We suppose that f(x) is a real-valued measurable function bounded by M say.
Then we may associate with f a certain n X n Toep1itz matrix Mn(f):
[
1 11". ]n-l
Mn(J) = -, 1. i(k-j):1l!(x)dx. .
271" -11" 3,k=0
We introduce the Cesaro sums
f1'(x) = .f.: (1- IiI)•.cje-ii:t:;=: .f.c1e-;iz,
3=-1' p. 3=-00
where
1 111"· ..
Cj = -. e'J:1lf(x)dx.
271" -11"
Now we know I13}that If1'(x) I::::; sup; f(x) 5M < 00.
Let Ai = fpCll'(i-l») j = 1, ..• ,no Then by Theorem 4.3 we know thatn ... .
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is a circulant matrix with. entries
n
[Cn}ik = rel I: e2ri(i-1)(m-1)/n Ame-02m(m-1)(k-1)/n
m=1
n
_ n-'1 L e21Ti(m-1)(i-k)/n).m
m=1
_ n-1 i: e2m(m-1)U-k)/njp(21r(: -1))
m=1
n ·00.
- n-1 L e2'1Ti(m-l)(i-kl!n .L: c;e-2?Til(m-':1)/n
m=1 1=-00
00 n
- n-1 E L c~e2ri(m~1)(i-k-I)/n.
1=-Oom=1
Now E~==lzm-1 = 0 if z is a primitive nth ~Ootof i'pity =/: 1, Le.,
n
". ·e21Ti(m-1)k/n ..;....;.nJ:.L...J - Uk !Ilodn,O'
m=l
Thus E~=l e21Ti(m-1)(i-k-l)/ll = 0 unless i - k -1 - un, v = 0, ±1, ±2, ....
Hence E~=1 e2?Ti(m-1)(i-k-I)/n = 0 unless I = j - k + vn,l/ = 0, ±1, ±2, ....
Thus
[0 ] = n~1 ,",00 . c', . ",n e21Ti(m-1)(vn)/nn ,k LJv=-oo J-k+vn LJm=1
= 2::'-00 S-k+vn
H we write Kn = [dk~iJj.'=1 and define the matrix norm to be
then it can be shown [12].that for large values of n
n 00
10n - s; 12= 2n-1 Lvi c~ 12~ 2pn-1 2: I. Cv 12 D(n-1)
v=1 . ;/=1
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and
For a given e > 0 w.ecan choose p so Iarge that :E:'pH < E. Then
Ii.:~ ,f••
it 'IMnU) - tc; 1< O(n-}) +[Oen-I) +2flf
ii·
r: ~~
so that by choo$it1~first p and then n sufficiently large the distance IM,~(1) -
On I can be made arbitrarilr small.
Now On is I:Jermitiah and bounded, I t; I and II t; 11<M and We know by
Theorem 4.3 tha.t On has eigenvalues Jpe1l"(~~l»),j = 1,2, ... ,n. In view of the
continuity of fp(x) we have for any positive integer s
since the left-hand side is a Riemann Stun for the right-hand integral. Also
Ii:([Jp(:v)}8 - [J(xW)dx I s sM8-1 J:::1I" IJp(x) - f(:v) I dx
$ (211")tsM8-1 II fp - J II
-+ 0 as p -+ 00.
Thus given e > 0, we can choose first a p, and then an N£ such that n ~ N£
implies
I n-1 EUp(211"i)y - <il./_. 11" [f(x)J8d:c 1< f.
j=1 n 211" -11"
Also if An1, An2, ••• ·;.(l7ln are the eigenvalues of Mn(f), then one Can bound
n-·l{t..\~j - tfp(~'I1:i\Bl
j=1 j=1- "
in terms of I Mn(f) - Kn I which, if we recall the first special case of equal
distribution yields. another proof of our (unrefined) distribution theorem.
;.)
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4.6 Solving Toeplitz systems withothe aid of
circulants
In 'areas such as signal processing and time-series analysis one has to solve the
, \
:".'
system
where An. is an-'n x n·Toeplitz matrix. Direct methods of solving, basel~n
Leviason's recursion formula [14] have been ill use for many years and these
require O(n2) complexity; faster algorithmS ha.ve been developed [1],[,1:0] : the
stability of these algorithms for symmetric positive definite matrices is dis-
cussed in B~ch [41. More recently Strang [19] proposed the preconditioned
grad tent method Wherein the Toeplitz matrix is replaced by a. circulant. The
number of operations per iteration is of-order O(n log n) as circulant systems
are efiiciently'solved by the Fast Fourier Transform.
The ordinary iterative method is given by the recursive formula'
Thus with 3:0 the initial point we let
and solve for x~. Denoting x* by the solution of the problem and ek =1X* - Xk
'/
by the ep:_pr after k steps we have
Thus ek
Hence ek
= Gnx* - GnXk
= b+ (Gn - An)x* - b - (an - An)Xk-l,
== (Gn - An)ek-l
I'- G;l(Gf) - An)ek~l
- IG;l(Gn - An)]keo
'\
A well-known result in numerical analysis asserts that for ail arbil;r&ry approx-
imation Xo the sequence {Xo, Xl, ••• } converges to a. solution x'" iff
or equivalently iff
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Here p(B) denotes the spectral radius of the znatrix B.
Thus the major issue in analyzing convergence is the eigenvalues of
O;l(On -An) or those of O;lA~. It tunis out that the extreme eigenvalues
of 0;1 An are not in close control yet the preconditioned gradient method can
be effective since its convergence rate depends on all the eigenvalues Ai of
0;:;1Anand not exclusively on A1 and An: convergence is fast, It appears, when
the eigenvalues are clustered.
Each iteration of the preconditioned gradient method contains the periodic
liIl~ar system with coefficient matrix o; the multiplication by An, and the two
iD.D.erproducts which appropriately orthogonalize the directions dj. Formally
we may state the method as follows: starting from Xo = 0 and 1'0 - b,
Solve O.,.",Zj~l ::::1'j-1,
T
(3j = ~~_l1'j-1 ((31 = 0),
Zj"'2rj_2
dj = Zi....l + (ljdj ....1 (dl = ZOJI
T
_ Zi_Irj-l
aj -. df Ad
j
,
Xi = Xi-I + ajdi,
1'j = ;ri-l - ajAdj•
The question now is how to choose it circulant "close" to An, The simplest
construction (due to Strang [19]) is to copy the centre diagonals of An and
bring them'xound to COl plete the circulant. Thus if
elo ell an-l
An=
al ao eln-2
then wiiih n = 2m we define the circulant 8n by
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I..
Mote precisely the entries ofSn are given in th~ first tow by
{
ak, 0 S k S m
8k= ..
an-k, m··S k < n.
Chan and Strang [5] supposed that An is a finite section of a fixed singly infinite
positive definite matrix Aoo with associated function
00
f(O) = 2:. akeiklJ
k=";'Oo
which is real and positive and belongs to the Wiener class (the class of functions
whose coefficients satisfy E~QO ale < (0) : this ensures that the sequence {ak}
is in 11.They then demonstrated that the circulants 8'11, and 8;1 are uniformly
bounded and positive definite for large n and that the eigenvalues of 8;1 An
are clustered around 1.
Of course there are other ways to choose the circulant. Chan [81 proposed the
following idea: With B _ On ~ An we have
p(O;lB) sH O;IB II =11(I +A;IBtlA;IB n
::::;11 (1+ A;lBt~ II IIA;1B II
< IIA;lB II
~ 1- nA;;lB II
provided that II A;lB 11< 1in some consistent matrix norm. Now the upper
bound is acstrictly increasing function of.j] A;lB II. Chan proposed choosing
011 so that IIA;lB II i~minimised. Since n A;lB Ilsl! A;;l till B II one is
naturally led to the following formulation for the construction of On:
min 110. -A IIOn circulant '11, '11,
Theorem 4.5 Let
0.-('11,-1) a_(n_2) ao
and c,
Co Cl Cn-I
an Cn";1 co Cn-2- .:,'-:,.
(r
Cl .. co,
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and suppose iha: II . IIF is the matrix norm defined by
n-ln-l
II P - Q 11j.=L :L(Pij - gij?
i=O j=O
where P = [Pij] and Q = [gii] ltte n x n matrices. Then the matrix en whose
entries are given by
Ck __ ka_(n-k) + (n - k)ak, k = 0, 1, ... ,n - 1n
minimises liOn - An IIF. The minimum is given by
Proof: We have
n-I
N =11On - An II~= E[i(Ci - a_(n_i»)2 + (n - i)(Ci - a;)2].
i=l
Then
8a.N= [2i(Ci~a._(n_i»)+2(n-.i)(Ci-ai)] i O,I,. .. ,n-l.Ci
Setting 8aN= 0 for each i = 0, 1, ... ,n - 1 we haveCi
2iCi - 2ia_(n_i) + 2(n - i)Ci - 2(n - i)ai = 0
, _ ia_(n-i) + (n - i)ai .; _ 0 1 . 1~Ci- ~- , , ... ,n- .
n
We then have
II a A 112 - ~n-l [. (ia_Cn_i)+Jn-i)Qi)2 + ( ').(ia_C,,-il+(n-i)ai )2]Jl, - n F .- Lli=O ~ n - a-(n-i) . n - ~. n· - ai
~::Ei~l(a.;- a_(n-.t.'»)2ri ('l~it+ (n - i)Hr]
_ ~n-l( , ")2~il
- Lli=l a! - a-(n-t) n
-< n "n.-l( . , .)2 0- '4 L.4'-==O . ai -" a'-In-i) .
I ,.,;
We note tha.t On is symmetric iff An is symmetric and en = An iff a. =
a_(n~i) i:::1,2, ... ,n<>-1, i.e. iff An is itself circulant, We remark also that this
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Gll is certainly different from the one proposed earlier by Strang. In numerical
experiinents for four different 'Ioeplits matrices the spectrum of OnA;;l was
shown to lie within that of SnA;;l - hence the condition number of OnA;;l in
the experiments was smaller.
Further research by Chan [6] resulted in his proving that if the generating
function f is a positive function in the Wiener class then the spectra of On
and Sn are asymptotically equal. Inparticular this means that for n sufficiently
large an and 0;;1 are uniformly bounded in the 12 norm and the eigenvalues
of GnA;;l are clustered around b
Lemma 4.2 Let the generating function f be a po.sitive function. in the Wiener
class; then
Proof Clearly E'fI. -" Sn -- On is a ell l,w.ntm;:.i;rixand. it is easy to verify that
ita ent,rie~'are given by
b. _c { ;~~(.:::=~~.),;skkS<':
Now by Theorem ~.1 the jt.h eigenvalue A3(Bn) of Bn is given by
Then the spectral radius is bounded above as follows:
m-l k '11.-1
p(Bn) s 2E -I ah 1+2 L: 1ak I·
l=ln . l=m+1
f is a member of the Wiener class, thus given any € > 0 we can find an
Ml, lVI2 > 0 with M2 > lvI1, such that
f: Ink 1<~ and ~" EkJak I<~.
k=:Ml+1 2 k=l
Then with rn > AI2 we are ensured th",t
,- H
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1/
It is known. that 8n and 8:;;1 are uniformly bounded. If f is bounded then
the spectrum ofSn lies in [fmin,fJnaX]' Lemma 4.2 then gives us the following
theorem:
Theorem 4.6 Let f be a positive function in the Wiener class, then for all n
sufficiently large, the circulant matrices On and 0:;;1 are uniformly bounded in
the 12 ~rrm. Moreover u(On) lies in [fmin,jmax],
Using the result which Chan and Strang had established earlier which asserted
that the spectrum of An - 8n is clustered around zero we are then able to state
the following result:
Theorem 4." Let f be a positive function in the Wiener class; then for all
€ > 0, there exist M,N > 0 such tll,at, for all n > N, at most M eigenvalues
of An - 8n have absolute value larger than e.
Thus the spectrum of OnA:;;l is clustered around 1 for sufficiently large n.
\\
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